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Diving is a water sport and a career for thousands of individuals. Swimming under deep water
requires proper breathing techniques. A swimmer must know how to position the body including the
hands and head.

People who want to learn to dive can receive free diving classes. The classes teach students how to
free dive under deep water. Students receive training under water in a maximum depth of 133 feet.

The classes are available for beginners and intermediate students. Beginner classes are offered to
students from the age of 15 to adults. Learn the basics of diving and how to position your head and
hands.

Beginner divers are allowed to dive under a maximum of sixty feet. Students are required to be
familiar and adaptive with water. They can learn to dive in the ocean, spring, lake and shore in
Florida.

Students who receive beginner training classes are mostly beginners. The course consists of 2 and
half days of lectures and training. Participants leave with basic knowledge and practices of deep
water swimming.

Intermediate free diving courses are offered to experienced swimmers. Students must have had
some experience swimming under deep water. Unlike the beginner classes there are in-depth
training courses.

Individuals are permitted to swimming in deep water over 100 feet. Students are given a certification
card after completion of course. Individual private training and groups up to five may sign up.

The instructors are trained professionals and deepwater swim certified. Freediving is a popular sport
and career for thousands of swimmers. Students who want to receive safer training may do so in the
pool.

They donâ€™t have to actually train in the ocean, lakes or springs. Lecturing and training are provided to
students as with other classes. The exception is that students donâ€™t have to enter deep waters.

Free diving classes are offered to people from ages of 15 years and up. They can enroll in classes
to receive training in deepwater swimming. Intermediate students receive four days of teachings in
deep water courses.

Swimmers will experience a free one hundred feet ocean freedive. Ocean deepwater training
teaches breathing and swimming techniques. Summer is near and classes are available to learn to
deepwater diving.

The courses are for those who want to start a career or learn to dive. Included with the courses are
instruction manuals and information. Students who are under the age of fifteen may enroll with
approval of school.
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Immersion Freediving - About Author:
Immersion Freediving is a company devoted to teaching a Freediving classes to students in Florida.
Instructors are certified by the National Association of Underwater Instructors. Upon completion of
classes students receive their certification cards. To learn more about PFI intermediate and
beginner classes, visit online today at a  http://www.immersionfreediving.com. 
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